HEAT SHRINK SYSTEM

EGA Master ANTI-DROP tools have been carefully designed not only to avoid accidental dropping, but also to ensure maximum safety. All tools are equipped with heat shrink system which offer superior safety compared to other systems, such as directly holding tools with a knot.

Of course, all tools keep the original and well-known EGA Master industrial tools features: safety, resistance, durability, efficient and comfortable use.

1. They are equipped with a security retention ring, webbed anchor and heat-shrink sleeve; much more efficient and safe than any other system on the market.

2. Adaptable to all kind of tools, providing a secure use while working at height. For example; drilling towers, wind turbines, electric lines, cranes, buildings, scaffolding, bridges, tele-communication tower, aircraft maintenance, mining, speleology...

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

| MATERIAL         | Anchor                  | Polyester + High resistance Nylon
|                  | Termoretráctil          | Polylefin+ Hot-melt adhesive
| FINISHING        | Anchor                  | Black and white
|                  | Termoretráctil          | Black
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